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Campaign sponsors
Cornell, UB studios to
study transit concept to
help downtowns

S

ince the construction of
the New York State
Thruway, upstate cities
have seen, first, the rapid
end of private rail transportation between Buffalo and
Albany, and then decades of
subsidized, seldom, and slow
Amtrak service. For almost as
long, there have been a stream
of studies of improving intercity rail transit.
The result: pre-Covid-19, four
trains to, and four trains from,
Buffalo to Albany daily. Only
the time-rich can afford to take
them. That is bad for the historic downtowns of upstate’s
major cities, because centralized transit hubs were one of
the chief animating forces in
the growth of those cities,
while highways act to disperse
intercity transportation.
The Campaign for Greater
Buffalo History, Architecture &
Culture wants to do something
about it. Campaign Executive
Director Tim Tielman has
secured three university design
studios to flesh out a concept of
an intercity public transit system utilizing high-speed articulated vehicles in the median of
the Thruway at average speeds
above 100mph.
“One way to strengthen the
historic central cities of upstate

Upstate Road Train
100mph+ from Buffalo to Albany

Guided rapid transit system in Essen, Germany.

It is not rocket science: Using current technology and the Thruway
median could move you faster, better, and cheaper than any car or
train. That could help preserve downtowns.
New York is to emulate the centripetal force of intercity rail
transportation with a road train
system in the median,” says
Tielman. “Anyone interested in
the historic preservation and
downtowns has to help solve
mass mobility problems.”
One studio is at UB, and two
at Cornell. The UB studio, led

by professor Jeffrey Rehler and
consisting of Environmental
Design and Architecture students, will evaluate mobility
systems and explore the design
of the new road bed, stations,
and the station areas.
The Cornell studios, led by
professor Sirietta Simoncini
and consisting of Masters stu-

dents in Systems Engineering,
as well as City and Regional
Planning students, will utilize a
process of "systems design
thinking" to investigate how
such a sustainable mobility system could be set up, implemented, and operate.
The studios are under the
auspices of the Department of

Urban and Regional Planning at
UB and the College of
Engineering at Cornell.

Campaign idea to be tested
American transportation
planners and New York State
politicians have been overlooking the obvious for over 50
years: There is a better, cheaper, quicker alternative to rail
transport for New York State.
That is high-speed bus service
running in its own transitway
in the Thruway median. No
years-long environmental
review process. No expensive
acquisition of rights-of-way. No
untried technology. No expensive train sets. No expensive
infrastructure costs. No political infeasibility. These are just
some of the barriers to highspeed rail in the American context.
The system can start with offthe shelf equipment—there are
diesel engines that are easily
capable of driving buses over
100mph. As developments
allow, the system can evolve to
a fully automated system with
battery-powered rolling stock.
Stations would be in the
medians, with passengers conveyed to existing overhead
roadways for connections to
public and private transit of all
types, from bikeshares and car
shares. A road train system is
ideal for trips of 200 to 400
miles. Portal to portal, such
trips would be faster, more con-
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venient , and more comfortable than taking a plane.
There are many questions to be posed and solutions
to found, from the physical infrastructure to transit
behavior to branding and
marketing, to scheduling
and integration with local
systems.
The studios will be
breaking new ground.
There is almost no
English-language literaRoad Train Corridor
ture of what could be
called Intercity Bus Rapid
Transit (IC-BRT). There is
a small body of work on
metropolitan Interstate
systems in the US, but
they are without the
speed and time advantages, to say nothing of
the rider experience,
envisioned for the
Upstate Road Train.

The argument for in a nutshell
• Upstate New York is without frequent, reliable, intercity ground transportation. Counties served by the
MTA and Long Island Railroad have an extensive network of public intercity transportation that brings
manifold benefits to users and the counties in which
the trains operate. Upstate has no such benefits. A population larger than 32 states —6,278,000—is bereft of
intercity transit. Over 65% of those could be served at a
fraction of the cost (and time) of implementing dedicated rail service, let alone high-speed rail. An intercity
rapid transit system on the right-of-way of the

Thruway could provide public intercity transportation
for over 4,000,000 people.
• In Phase One, distinctive, articulated buses (as in
below left) operate on the
existing Thruway, with
stops at select existing
exits, and daytime departures at least every 30
minutes. Existing diesel
equipment can provide
three-across luxury seats
(below) in a 3-section
articulated vehicle. Fares
would be prepaid using
chipcards. Construction
MTA, NJT,
launches on new inLIRR
median stations.
Intercity
• Phase Two opens new
service
stations in the Thruway
median connected to
existing roadways above,
combined with public
transit, bike-share, and
car-share systems. This
would be a quantum leap in reliability, convenience,
and speed beyond the two daily Amtrak trains and
handful of private intercity buses, allowing the vehicles to stay on the Thruway ROW for the entire route.
• Phase Three would implement new high-speed lanes,
enabling the buses to travel at speeds averaging 100
mph, connecting Buffalo to Albany in under three
hours. These lanes, from Williamsville to Albany, could
be built with guidance technology, or the vehicles
themselves could be autonomous. Electric vehicles
would be implemented when the same speed and
range standards can be met.
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Support The Campaign for
Greater Buffalo History,
Architecture & Culture
1. Donate online at
GreaterBuffalo.blogs.com
2. Or, fill out the form below and do
your part to save the city!
By the month (charge only)* o $3 o $5
o $10
o $20
o $31
o $50
By the year (check or charge)
o $36.50
o $75
o $120
o $200
Your donation is tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.
The Campaign is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization

Name________________________________________
E-mail________________________________________
Address______________________________________
City/Zip _____________________________________

Bank card:#__________________________________
Exp: ____/____ cvv # ______

* recurring payments debited by The Campaign for
Buffalo. You can notify us to discontinue at any time.
We’ll email you a receipt for each payment. To yield
net donations shown, 30¢ plus 3% processing fee added

